PLAY TO EARN PROJECT FOR MOBILE LEGENDS BATTLE

Dear friends, our project aim
is to make money by
participating in offline or
online competitions in the
application developed by our
software developers on the
website.
In the section that will become active in
February, we have daily entries and
weekly entries, a cash prize, a chest prize
and a costume prize. You can use these
rewards, buy characters, if you want,
you can sell the rewards to the market
and withdraw the fee to your wallet.
High prizes will be awarded to the
winners in tournaments that end with a
victory.

At the same time, you can find opponents online
and match with opponents in rooms with
certain claims. Our mobile application will be
built on this very soon. In this application, you
will collect rewards by fighting one-on-one on
a less detailed environment, and you can spend
these rewards in the market or you can turn
them into money and withdraw them to your
wallet. You will be able to trade with your
tokens in the event section that will be opened
on the site, and you will be able to sell or trade
your rare items to other users in a secure
platform environment.

What is the profit of the project?
12% commission amount determined in trades will be
distributed as 4% market 4% liquidity 4% holder
award. 4% will be accumulated in the project market
and the balance will be used for new developments
and advertisements. The winner will be rewarded
from this balance over the points to be calculated
on a monthly basis, so that there will be no fall in
the chart and the founding wallet will not sell. 4%
of this commission will be transferred to existing
holders as BNB on a weekly basis. We will announce a
big surprise when we reach 5000+ holders.

Total supply: 100,000,000,000
Amount set aside for
incineration: 50,000,000,000

ROAD MAP
2022 First quarter
Pre-sale - cmc listing - coinecko listing - Telegram users 10,000+ 5000+ holders - major advertising deals - market section opening
2022 Second quarter

Mobile application creation - stock market listing - Telegram
users 20,000+ - 15,000 holders
2022 Third quarter
Character nfts platform - in-game wallet linking - global prize
tournament - big ad deals

Last quarter of 2022
BIG surprise!

MOBILE LEGENDS BATTLE #MLB

